OAK WOOD STAIN FINISH SAMPLES

Select Cherry 901433

Asian Night 901423

Topaz Khayawood 901295

Espresso 901407

Mahogany with Cherry 901266

Clear/Natural 901262

PLEASE NOTE: We have done our best to represent all the CMS product colors accurately online and in print, but the color calibration of computer monitors
and printers can vary considerably, so we cannot guarantee your experience. These photographic reproductions are a close representation of our actual
colors, but the samples here, as well as in physical samples, vary in color, grain and texture. If precise color accuracy or matching is key to your decision,
obtain actual samples from us before making a final decision. CMS is happy to provide the samples you need to make the best possible decision.

cmsdisplays.com

OAK WOOD STAIN FINISH SAMPLES

Oiled Cherry 901272

Black Pearl Khayawood 901393

Fonthill Pear 901363

Carmel Sage 901278

Cherry Blossom 901275

Scandia Teak 901322

PLEASE NOTE: We have done our best to represent all the CMS product colors accurately online and in print, but the color calibration of computer monitors
and printers can vary considerably, so we cannot guarantee your experience. These photographic reproductions are a close representation of our actual
colors, but the samples here, as well as in physical samples, vary in color, grain and texture. If precise color accuracy or matching is key to your decision,
obtain actual samples from us before making a final decision. CMS is happy to provide the samples you need to make the best possible decision.

cmsdisplays.com

OAK WOOD STAIN FINISH SAMPLES

Cherry Birch 901405

Wild Cherry 901435

Empire Mahogany 901371

Vintage Cherry 901325

Spice Walnut 901470

Ranch Oak 901334

PLEASE NOTE: We have done our best to represent all the CMS product colors accurately online and in print, but the color calibration of computer monitors
and printers can vary considerably, so we cannot guarantee your experience. These photographic reproductions are a close representation of our actual
colors, but the samples here, as well as in physical samples, vary in color, grain and texture. If precise color accuracy or matching is key to your decision,
obtain actual samples from us before making a final decision. CMS is happy to provide the samples you need to make the best possible decision.
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OAK WOOD STAIN FINISH SAMPLES

Light Classic Walnut 901376

Black 901294

Edenwood 901380

Beverly Grey 901284

Custom Maple 901436

PLEASE NOTE: We have done our best to represent all the CMS product colors accurately online and in print, but the color calibration of computer monitors
and printers can vary considerably, so we cannot guarantee your experience. These photographic reproductions are a close representation of our actual
colors, but the samples here, as well as in physical samples, vary in color, grain and texture. If precise color accuracy or matching is key to your decision,
obtain actual samples from us before making a final decision. CMS is happy to provide the samples you need to make the best possible decision.
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